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YACONTO

RUSSIA, 129301, Moscow, P/box 50, Borisa Galuschkina street, h. 8/18, 61 Telefax: +7(495)686-9046

18.10.2011 № 111018-A02
On conduction of an independent investigation
of a large-scale crime in Russia - the Atommash
OJSC bankruptcy case, and on the sale of 30%
interest in the latter to YACONTO LLC

To the Deputy
of the State Duma
of the Federal Assembly
of Russian Federation
A.I. LISITSYN
Russia, 103265, Moscow,
ul. Okhotny Ryad, 1

Dear Anatoly Ivanovich !
In addition to the Letters №110201-A02 of 01.02.2011, №110303-A02 of
03.03.2011, №110420-A02 of 20.04.2011 previously sent to you by YACONTO
LLC and other appeals regarding the premeditated bankruptcy and liquidation
of national nuclear engineering flagship Atommash OJSC (Volgodonsk, Rostov
region), I inform you of the following.
In accordance with 4 Orders from the Russian President D.A. Medvedev:
from 29.06.2010 №Pr-1883, from 21.08.2010 №Pr-2448, from 19.05.2011
№Pr-1413 and from 08.07.2011 №Pr-1948, the RF Presidential Control Directorate conducts an investigation of the premeditated bankruptcy and liquidation
of Atommash OJSC, where the State owned 30% share.
YACONTO LLC has prepared another Letter to Russian President D.A.
Medvedev (out. №111018-A01 of 18.10.2011) with List of Documents №2
enclosed; it enlists documents sent by Russian YACONTO companies to law
enforcement and supervisory agencies, special services, authorities of executive
and legislative power, regarding the ATOMMASH OJSC bankruptcy and liquidation case. The said List does not include all existing appeals sent by YACONTO
companies between 1995 and 2011. But the ones that are enlisted are enough
to understand what was, and what is happening around the Atommash OJSC case.
For 11 years, YACONTO LLC (Russia, Moscow), as the proprietor of 28.5%
share in Atommash OJSC, has been struggling actively to restore - in the interests
of the State itself - the latter’s rights for 30% interest in Atommash OJSC, illegally
seized from it during the bankruptcy.
The State and YACONTO LLC, being the shareholders of Atommash OJSC,
are “on the same side of the barricades”. Corrupt bureaucracy and their accomplices, who act in the name of the State and actively cover the anti-state activities
of those who bankrupted Atommash OJSC, are on the “other” side.
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In order to solve the issue of the return of lost property, illegally seized from
the State and other shareholders during the premeditated bankruptcy of Atommash
OJSC that took place in 1995–1999, YACONTO LLC has developed Project-A,
the implementation of which will solve the problems and tasks faced by Russia,
in the interest of the state, society and business. Project-A will restore the status
quo of Atommash OJSC and bring back 30% of its shares to the State; the guilty
party will compensate for the damage dealt; the State will accumulate the controlling stake in Atommash OJSC through exchanging the 28.5% share owned by
YACONTO LLC for property agreed with the investors and partners; all payables
to third parties will be paid; the State accumulated interest in Atommash OJSC
and other assets obtained as compensation for the colossal damage dealt
to Atommash may be transferred to entities authorized by the state to carry out the
development of nuclear engineering and socio-economical development in Russia
and abroad.
If the Supreme leadership of the State supports the implementation of
Project-A, strategic foreign partners of YACONTO LLC will ensure investments
in the amount of hundreds of billions of U.S. dollars in Russia, for the implementation of the large-scale multidisciplinary YACONTO International Program
which consists of promising, highly efficient projects and programs. Due to a
possible information leakage, YACONTO LLC believes it is premature to expose
the details about this program.
As a possible alternative to Project-A, developed in the interests of the State,
YCAONTO LLC proposes another variant, where YACONTO LLC purchases
the 30% share in Atommash OJSC, which used to be owned by the State, from
the latter. It requires nothing but a political will and decision from the supreme
leadership of the State.
In order to ensure effective development of nuclear engineering and implementation of socio-economic programs in Russia, I ask you to support, before
the Russian President D.A. Medvedev, the proposal of YACONTO LLC for the
implementation of Project-A for the restoration of the status-quo of Atommash
OJSC or an alternative option, set forth in the enclosed Letter from YACONTO
LLC (out. №111018-A01 of 18.10.2011).
Attachment: 7 documents on 13 sheets.
(Original text is in Russian.)
Respectfully yours,
President of YACONTO LLC

S.P. YAKUNIN

Contacts:
8 (495) 686-9046, 8-916-930-8718
E-mail: Yaconto@mail.ru, Website: www.Yaconto.ru
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